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Mainstays tv stand assembly instructions

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 3 6 3 7 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 I'm losing my mind trying to find some assembely instructions online for this product tried to contact customer support and are closed for the evening. The
instructions weren't in the box and I just want it to be over. My post has been removed from r/askreddit. I know this may not be the place to ask about it, but I'm starting to pull my hair. Any help would be appreciated I need a PDF file, or a YouTube video that really explains the instructions,
damn I'd even take a presentation at this point. Problem solved, thank you. Page 2 6 Comments I love my living room look. I brought four. Two assemble as one. Two to my bedroom and two in the living room. I wanted a wall-length entertainment stand and I got it cheap. I like the fact that it
didn't take my time to build. I'm a woman and my daughters myself. If I can you. Helpful? Because price certainly can't beat him. Was a bit concerned about quality but it definitely does the trick. Also I have 65 on it so it can fit bigger than it says help? Hello, Calvin, thank you for your
sustainable feedback. We are pleased to hear your kind and thoughtful opinion! To meet our high quality standards, we will continue to work diligently to ensure customer safety and satisfaction is a priority. The Huysen Group hopes to hear more good things from you soon. Thanks again,
enjoy your new Mainstays TV stand TVs up to 42.I love the stall itself, I wish it was a little higher but it was perfect overall especially for the space I chose. Perhaps the legs can be adjusted to make it taller (just a thought)helpful? Quick and easy assembly. Looks good in my living room.
Been for over a year and still stands strong. Helpful? Really thick and symson. I only had to wrestle a hair to get my folding carts on the sides, but they have to adjust. No back so it's open to the end. I wish the sides were a little wider so the Tuts could fit better, but I guess that's just a
preference thing. Like instructions worth your time for silverCorza Help? It looks so great in my living room. I definitely seem to have paid more than $53 for it. Helpful? It is symson when properly composed and I lole the simple design. My 50-inch TV fits perfectly into this. Like to 'filter out
instructions for help? You don't need an expensive TV booth -- Wal-Mart will be just fine. I love it! Instructions are pretty easy to follow. The quality of the stand is really good. It's the perfect size for my living room. Like seashools, right, help? Hello Brianna, on behalf of all of us at Hoysen
Furniture, we would like to thank you for sharing this great review. We are. You enjoyed your experience with our product. We will share your positive feedback among our team. Decent size to stand on price. I bought mine on sale for $56. I was reunited myself. Initially the box is quite heavy
but the total piece of furniture is easy. The directions were poor and I missed parts but it worked helpfully?One of the legs was broken while assembling. I didn't come back because it took so long to gather. I'm just working with what's left. It's a really cheap product. Stay away from help?
February 20, 2014Assembly was easy. It took me about two hours just because I had a 2-year-old son who kept wanting to help. It looks great and I have 50 inches so little bit bigger than it did for but it still holds up nicely. Helpful? February 25, 2012 I will start with the shipment, an item
arrived while the packaging was very large &amp; heavy. Staff are highly advised to pick up the unit. We will never need their cost, each 1000 00:00,000 ------------------ the assembly took me almost an hour and 30 minutes because I put it on my own, assembling a team is key here. Before
the train I highly recommend having a hand vacuum &amp; duster at hand for easy cleaning - a unit had a lot of wood dust. The instructions were very thorough, patience and traces of the instructions would pay off! When everything was set up and gathered I was very happy with my
purchase! A colleague of mine saw the TV booth and thought I bought it for a lot of money, he doesn't know I saw a lot of money by buying at Walmart. This TV booth is great, wonderful, and great! Helpful? May 17, 2013 I made my first home in October. It was the first item I purchased. My
sister and I put it together easily. It only took us about 30 minutes. My really large Wi-Fi receiver fits well in the right closet, it was easy to cut a hole in the back for a cable. I have a 42-inch flat-screen TV that fits perfectly. The only thing I don't like is that if you follow the instructions when
you put your back on, the hole for the center power cables is positioned unconveniently at the bottom. It could probably be a stone if you think about it before then. Just depends on where you want your DVD player. It was easy to move, too. I renovated the first room it was in and moved it to
another room with no problems. Helpful? May 10, 2013 arrived on time. None of the pieces were broken, there were actually extra screws and things in the band for you in case something went wrong. At first it was a bit difficult to understand the directions, however, once you got it, it went
well. Set for about an hour. It looks great. The black finish to that is exactly what I wanted. I saw a table almost like this at twice the price. I keep getting compliments on it and I asked where I got it and all I could say was Walmart.com. I had a problem with Of painting on the tree coming
down while I put it in, as well as easy lines are forming but I know it is created by and how I handle the product while fixing it. Just don't impose too much and you won't have that problem. But it fits very well with my 43-inch TV and the table in itself is very heavy and rich. Great buy again.
Helpful? December 5, 2010Thy work has plenty of storage for all your electronics. Right now we have an X-box, DVR, sound system and stereo system all tucked into the shelves, and it looks great! The small doors are great for storing loose wires or controllers, they have enough space as
well. This piece lasted through three moves, and still remained immune. It looks great when cuddy-cornered, and the wires are easy to get behind. I recommend this piece to anyone looking for practicality. It's also well paired with black Person's finish tables. Helpful? January 12, 2011Thise



it was great. It took maybe 25 minutes to assemble, looking just like it does in the pictures. It fits my 42inch TV perfectly and looks great in my bedroom. Lived up to all my expectations. Plenty of room for some of my video game consoles, and a place to store some games. Helpful? July 2,
2014, 44, I recoiled at my first apartment. I bought this TV closet, it's a little smaller so I expected before, but it's okay. It was really easy to put together. The directions were matching images, numbers and letters for each piece of the coffin. Write instructions to accompany the photos. If you
don't mind a little puzzle it's really super easy. Just follow the instructions and it all goes together as hard as it can be. I read about some of these press board works being super unstable but im finds that its strong and stable. When built properly it certainly lives up to expectations if you're
trying to buy a piece of furniture that comes pre-composed and you're not a diy type of person, this piece of furniture isn't for you. All in all I love it, and will buy it again. Helpful? September 21, 2011 It's so nice I don't have a flat screen, this stall holds my 32in TV well. No tremors or tremors
at all. Really easy to put to the wing and I did it myself yes to me, butt... Adds a nice touch to my local piotr/black leather sofa. Thanks to Walmart Help? January 6, 2011I very pleased with this TV stand; I wish it came in a lighter color of wood tone instead of just dark ebony. There are some
concerns with the installs of this TV stand. First of all I'm not crazy about how the doors fit on two (2) side cabinets; But it may have been just me and maybe another fitting for the doors might fix it; I'm not sure. The other thing was the fact that they gave you a few little pads to nail on the legs
or legs of the stand. Okay, if it was going to be on the carpet, I wouldn't use Pads at all. On the other hand, I don't know what to do. If walking on a wooden floor I would use them but as small as they would pre-drill a very small hole in each leg of the stand except for these nails/pads; As
one of the ones I installed to split my stall particle board leg. In other words, be careful when or if installing these pads. We'll add a new TV as soon as the TV I have here isn't even a flat-screen TV. Helpful? We love this property, but you still don't have to do it. The box that came in wasn't
damaged at all during the delivery so it had to be broke during the packaging it would be too much hassle to send back so we'll deal with it. But it's disappointing. Helpful? Disappointing. Helpful?
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